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Abstract 

In this paper significance of duct designing has been investigated which make an effect of system performance. Surely 

understood circular duct have low friction loss and simple to structure however by and by rectangular pipe is planned on 

account of room accessibility. Presently days different sort of apparatuses are accessible for such work for vitality 

productive design of ducts. Inability to effectively apply them to cooling spaces costs customers. This major botched 

chance is to an enormous degree an element of lacking thought given to the structure of ducts and the format of the 

ducting system prompting issues, for example, uneven cooling over the cooling space, more  frictional losses, more 

extreme establishment costs and expanded noise and power utilization levels. The above cooling issues feature the 

requirement for streamlining duct structure particularly as for reasonable shape choice and powerful design which will 

be the principle focal point of this paper. [1], [2]  
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Introduction 

A  single  storey    office  space with  approx 12  TR  cooling  load has  been  selected  by  calculation  of  heating  and  

cooling loads on the basis of floor area, temperature of heat sources, humidity, climate structure,  occupancy and  

location. These results will  help  in  determining  the  sizing  of  the  air-conditioning unit and set the parameters for the 

duct design. Selection of a  particular  shape  of cross-section  of  the  duct must be  given  due  importance for an 

effective duct design. The  project  has  included  studied  of  2  shapes  viz. Circular  and  Rectangular cross-section 

ducts  and  selection of one which encounters minimum distribution losses.  The basic  premise  for  considering  the  

above  shapes  in  our analysis  is  the  flow  effectiveness  of  circular  ducts  on  one hand and  the  feasibility in  

installation  of  rectangular  ducts on the  other  [3].  For  analysis purposes we  will be  considering an  aspect  ratio  of  

2  for  the  rectangular  duct  which essentially  means  we  will  be  considering  a  rectangular duct. On  the  basis  of  a  

particular  air-flow and velocity obtained from the previous stage, the area of  the duct  is determined using  the  equal  

friction  method, as  we  are  dealing  with  a  moderate  velocity  system [4], [5].  The above  process  culminates  with  

the  establishment  of  a feasible  duct  network,  estimation  of the  number,  type  and location  of  outlets    (grilles  or  

diffusers)  required  in  the cooling  space  to  accomplish  the  goal  of  uniform  cooling; keeping in  mind the  

numerous principles guiding room air distribution for adequate comfort [6]. 
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Result and Conclusion 

Theoretically it is known that the pressure drop for a typical system comprising of straight ducts, bends and  diffusers  is 

lower  for  a  circular  duct  system  than  for  a  rectangular. Therefore  one  can  very  well  conclude  that  by  selecting  

a circular  duct  system  for  the  above  application;  great saving  can  be  obtained  in terms  of operating  costs  

(power consumed by the fan is directly proportional to the pressure drop).  But  the  above  methodology  can  also  be  

extended further to explore the relative costs and benefits in selecting a particular section by using the pressure loss data 

obtained above  to  calculate  the  running  costs  and  compare  them  to the installation costs. 
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